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Abstract: 

 An incomprehensible amount of content data is recorded inside the types of repair verba tim in railroad support parts. Efficient  

content mining of such support data assumes a urgent part in crimino logist work abnormalities and up blame diagnoing power. Be that 

as it may, unstructured verbatim, high-d imensional data, and uneven blame class dissemination make challenges for highlight 

decisions and blame diagnosing. We have a tendency to propose a bi-level h ighlight ext raction-based content min ing that incorporates 

alternatives ext ricated at every sentence structure and semantic levels with the mean to help the blame arrangement execution . we tend 

to introductory perform relate degree enhanced χ2 insights based component decision at the language structure level to beat the 

preparation trouble created by partner degree lopsided data set. At that point, we play ou t an earlier inactive Dirichlet designation 

based component decision at the semantic level to reduce the data set into a low-d imensional theme space. At long last, we tend to 

breaker blame alternatives got from every grammar and etymology levels by means of serial combination. The arranged system 

utilizes blame alternatives at very surprising levels and improves the exactitude of blame diagnosing for all b lame classifications, 

fundamentally minority ones. Its execution has been substantial by utilizing a railroad upkeep informational index gathered f rom 2008  

to 2014 by a rail line partnership. It beats old methodologies. 

 

Index terms: Text Mining, Fau lt Diagnosis. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION: 
 

This work proposes a bi-level feature ext raction-based text 

mining for fault d iagnosis to meet the aforementioned challenges 

by automatically analyzing the repair verbatims. Our major idea 

is to mine fault features at syntax and semantic levels 

correspondingly and next fuse them to achieve the desired 

results. in view of the fact that the extracted features at each 

level g ives a different emphasis to a particular aspect of feature 

spaces and has its deficiencies, the proposed feature fusion of 

two levels may enhance the precision of fault diagnosis for all 

fault classes, especially  minority ones. In existing, they have 

focused on predicting reliability of various factors involved in 

building enterprise applicat ion, nonetheless, considered 

dependability of remote web service as constants for remote web 

services the vender will provide p robabilistic details about the 

flow of executing user requests.  We propose a novel method for 

Quos metrification base on Hidden Markov Models (HMM), 

which added suggests an optimal path for the execution of user 

requests. The users can weigh their options directly and 

individually, for themselves. The technique we show can be used 

to measure and predict the behavior of Web Services in terms of 

response time, and can thus be used to rank services 

quantitatively rather than just qualitatively.  

 

II. LITERATURE S URVEY:  

 

Yuefeng Li: It is a big challenge to apply data mining 

techniques for effective Web in formation gathering because of 

duplications with ambiguit ies of data values (e.g., terms). To 

present an effective solution to this confront, this paper first 

explains the relationship between association rules and rough set 

based decision system. It proves that a decision pattern is a class 

of closed prototype. It also presents a novel concept of rough 

association rules in order to improve the effectiveness of 

association rule mining 

 

JingTao Yao: Text  categorizat ion plays an important role in 

applications where information is filtered, monitored, 

personalized, categorized, organized or searched. Feature 

selection leftovers as an effective and efficient technique in 

textbook categorization. quality selection metrics are commonly 

based on term frequency or document frequency of a word . We 

focus on relative importance of these frequencies for feature 

selection metrics. 

 

Hui Zhang: Much work has been done on feature selection. 

Existing methods are based on document frequency, such as Chi-

Square Statistic, Information Gain etc. However, these method 

shave two shortcomings: one is that they are not reliab le for low-

frequency terms, and the other is that they only count whether 

one term occurs in a document and ignore the term frequency. 

This paper focuses on how to construct the feature selection 

function based on term frequency, and proposes a new approach 

based on t-test, which is used to measure the diversity of the 

distributions of a term connecting the explicit category and the 

entire corpus. 

 

Huan Liu: Feature selection is applied to reduce the number of 

features in lots of applications where data has hundreds or 

thousands of kind. Existing quality selection methods main ly 

focus on finding relevant features. In this paper, we show that 

feature relevance only is insufficient for efficient mark selection 

of high-dimensional data. We define attribute redundancy and 
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propose to perform explicit redundancy analysis in feature 

selection. A new structure is introduced that decouples relevance 

analysis and unemployment examination. We develop a 

correlation-based method for relevance and redundancy analysis. 

 

Jesna Jose: Feature selection is an effective technique for 

dimension reduction and an essential step in successful 

datamin ing applications. It is a research area of great practical 

significance and has been developed and evolve to answer the 

challenges due to data of more and more  high dimensionality. 

The point of feature selection is three fold. Improving the 

prediction performance of the predictors, providing earlier and 

more cost successful calculation and providing a superior 

understanding of the underlying process that generate the data. 

 

III. ARCHITECTURE:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 This work proposes a bi-level feature extraction-based text 

mining for fault d iagnosis to meet the aforementioned challenges 

by analyzing the repair verbatims. Our main idea is to extract 

fault features at syntax and semantic levels in that order and then 

combine them to reach the required results. Considering the fact 

that the extracted features at each level gives a different 

emphasis to a particular aspect of feature spaces and has its 

deficiencies, the proposed feature fusion of two levels may 

enhance the precision of fault diagnosis for all fault classes,  

specially minority ones. 

 

IV. ALGORITHMS: 

 

Hidden Markov Models  

Hidden Markov Models: 

Building a directed graph among hidden states of Component 

web services used in Composition.  Analyzing the current status 

of each vertex of directed graph i.e., underlying unseen state. 

Predicting hidden states’ behavior in terms of response time 

during nth time interval t. Finally, selecting optimal web services 

used in composition based on hidden states’ behaviour. 

Algorithm: 

for each vs in V 

For each vhs in Vs 

for each e(start,vhs) in E 

CALCULATE_MIN 

CREATE_PATH Pi  

If e (vhs, End) true 

FIND_MIN_PATH Pi 

ADD_MIN_PATH Pi to Graph G 

Else   In itialize_Parameter 

For each Pi in Graph G 

 For each Pi in Groupi 

SUM_QoS 

FIND_MIN_PATH 

OP=Build_OPTIMAL_PATH 

IF(Pi in Graph G  ends) true; 

Return OP; 

 

 V. CONCLUS ION 

 

Text min ing of repair verbatims for fault identification of 

railway systems poses a large challenge due to unstructured 

verbatims, high-dimension data, and imbalanced fault classes To 

improve the fault diagnosis performance, mainly on alternative 

fault classes, we have proposed a bi-level feature extract ion-

based text min ing method. We first adjust the limited feature 

weights of various fault classes based on χ2 information and 

their distributions. Then we reselect the common features 

according to both relevance and Hellinger d istance. This can be 

considered as attribute selection at the syntax level. Next, we 

take out semantic features by using a prior LDA model to make 

up for the limitation of fault terms derived from the syntax 

level.We fuse fault word  sets copied from the syntax level with 

those from the semantic level by serial fusion. 
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